Newsletter 276 Genetics and Coercive Vaccination: this is Genocide.
As many of you may know my Vaccination Decisions newsletter was disabled by Mailchimp on 10
October 2020 after I put out Newsletter 270. This letter was titled “Proof of Causality for COVID19
Disease has not been provided: is this the Crime of the Century?”
After this letter was sent (8 October Australian time), I was immediately contacted by a scientific
organisation to see if they could publish it on their website that reaches thousands of people. On 10
October 2020 I received an email from Mailchimp saying that they had disabled my account for
breaching their Terms of Use.
The information that I provide to the public is academic information from my research and it is
provided for scientific debate. Mailchimp has not provided any evidence to explain how I have
breached their Terms of Use.
I have now set my Vaccination Decisions Newsletter up on a new platform and I will be sending my
Newsletters as Judy Wilyman PhD with Vaccine Choice Australia.
New Webinar Event 3 March 2021 with Dr. Judy Wilyman
Our Genetics and Coercive Vaccination: The Loss of Health Freedom (Link to tickets)
I would like to invite you to join me for a global webinar describing the science that has been used to
control infectious diseases for decades. This is the key to understanding why we are not in a ‘Global
Medical Pandemic’ as government health departments are claiming.
Instead, we are in a statistical pandemic presented through a narrative that is being controlled by
corporations using the mainstream media, social media, and governments.
There are thousands of doctors, scientists and academics describing this medical hoax that is being
perpetrated on the population. But, like myself they are being censored on all mainstream
communication channels.
This collaboration between research institutions, corporations and governments has been exposed
to everyone at Event 201 in October 2019 held at the John Hopkins University where the corporate
partners described their plans for how governments should react when a ‘global pandemic’ was
declared.
But the corporate partners, did not consider that in 2020 a pandemic is not likely because of the
public health measures that exist in developed countries. An epidemic (serious outbreak of disease)
is possible but not a ‘global pandemic’.
A global pandemic requires a virus to be causing serious disease in ALL countries and yet this virus
was not observed to be causing serious disease in all countries before governments closed borders
and locked down populations.
In fact, the cases of disease that the mainstream media was using to frighten the public into
believing this was a ‘pandemic’ were healthy people who had been forced to have a PCR test – a test
that is not able to diagnose COVID19 disease.
This test only identifies the virus (SARSCov-2) and in this case the test is not specific to this strain of
coronavirus. Here is the Australian governments admission of this fact.

This has allowed Prime Ministers, such as Australia’s Prime Minster, Scott Morrison, to claim he has
‘saved us from a pandemic’ and that the directives he implemented ‘were effective’. There was no
pandemic in Australia, so Mr. Morrison has not saved us from a pandemic.
We also have Premiers, such as WA Premier, Mark McGowan, similarly claiming that his directive to
‘close our borders’ within Australia has saved Western Australians from serious disease and death.
These are completely baseless claims.
But the removal of scientific debate over the last few decades, and the lack of accountability for
people denigrating professionals who speak against vested interests in government health policies,
has resulted in a medical tyranny controlled by propaganda.
Here is my 7 min video titled ‘A Global Medical Tyranny’ by Dr. Judy Wilyman (29 August 2020) that
describes how this global medical tyranny has been established over 40+ years through the
collaboration between corporations, the WHO, governments and the mainstream media. Plus, social
media platforms that are censoring scientific debate.
In my webinar 3 March 2021 titled ‘Our Genetics and Coercive Vaccination: The Loss of Health
Freedom’ I will describe the traditional methods by which infectious diseases were controlled by
1950/60 in all developed countries and the impact of genetics on health outcomes both from
infectious diseases and vaccines.
These factors are the very reason why all the directives that governments have implemented to
‘keep us safe’ against COVID19 disease, are the opposite to how an infectious disease should be
controlled. All these directives promote illness in humans, and they are contrary to the medical
literature.
This truly is George Orwell’s 1984 and the removal of choice in the administration of any vaccine or
COVID19 injection, is genocide on populations that is being committed by politicians who have been
educated with big pharma ‘science’.
Edward Snowden states that all of us can claim back the future we want by 'not clicking OK'. These
directives are "not OK" and by continuing to comply with the government's regulations you are
giving your consent to the removal of all your freedoms. Stop and act. Together we can do this! Here
is Edward Snowden's empowering 10-minute speech to action the change that we want.
Judy Wilyman PhD

